
U N I T E D  STAT E S  CO P Y R I G H T  O F F I C E

5 Petition for New Exemption  
Under 17 U.S.C. § 1201

Please submit a separate petition for each proposed exemption.

note: Use this form if you are seeking to engage in activities not currently permitted by an existing exemption. If you are seeking to 
engage in activities that are permitted by a current exemption, instead of submitting this form, you may submit a petition to renew 
that exemption using the form available at https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/renewal-petition.pdf. 

If you are seeking to expand a current exemption, we recommend that you submit both a petition to renew the current exemption, 
and, separately, a petition for a new exemption using this form that identifies the current exemption, and addresses only those 
issues relevant to the proposed expansion of that exemption. 

Item A.  Petitioners and Contact Information 

Please identify the petitioners and provide a means to contact the petitioners and/or their representatives, if any. The “petitioner” is 
the individual or entity proposing the exemption.

U.S. Copyright Office     ·     Library of Congress     ·     101 Independence Avenue SE     ·     Washington, DC 20557-6400     ·     www.copyright.gov
PETITION FOR NEW EXEMPTION UNDER 17 U.S.C. § 1201 REV: 06 ⁄ 2017

Privacy Act Advisory Statement: Required by the Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579)
The authority for requesting this information is 17 U.S.C. §§ 1201(a)(1) and 705. Furnishing the requested information is voluntary. The principal use of the requested information is publication on the 
Copyright Office website and use by Copyright Office staff for purposes of the rulemaking proceeding conducted pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 1201(a)(1). NOTE: No other advisory statement will be given in 
connection with this application. Please keep this statement and refer to it if we communicate with you regarding this petition.

https://www.copyright.gov/1201/2018/renewal-petition.pdf


Item B.  Description of Proposed New Exemption 

Provide a brief statement explaining the nature of the proposed new or expanded exemption. The information that would be most 
helpful to the Office includes the following, to the extent relevant: (1) the types of copyrighted works that need to be accessed; (2) 
the physical media or devices on which the works are stored or the services through which the works are accessed; (3) the purposes 
for which the works need to be accessed; (4) the types of users who want access; and (5) the barriers that currently exist or which are 
likely to exist in the near future preventing these users from obtaining access to the relevant copyrighted works.

Petitioners need not propose precise regulatory language or fully define the contours of an exemption class. Rather, a short, plain 
statement describing the nature of the activities the petitioners wish to engage in will be sufficient, as proponents will have the 
opportunity to further refine or expound upon their initial petitions during later phases of the rulemaking. The Office anticipates 
that in many cases petitioners will be able to adequately describe in plain terms the relevant information in a few sentences, or 
even a single sentence, as with the examples below.



Item B.  Description of Proposed New Exemption (cont’d)
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	Description of Proposed New Exemption Continued: unplayable without another cash outlay for the player compatible with the current home equipment. The second class of barriers is market-based, and leading to a dramatic reduction in the selection of movies available to the public even though there are millions of copies still available for circulation but with no practical means of redistribution. The advent of video rental stores stimulated an explosion in the availability of films. No longer relegated to a narrow path from theatrical release to commercial television, filmmakers were free to shoot movies “direct to video,” with no limitation from the theatrical screen bottleneck. Today, however, a market of permissions-based public performances, often on “exclusive” licenses to a single streaming source, is replacing the market for price-competitive sales, resales and rentals of DVD copies – a market that, per Section 109, operated without the consent of the copyright holder. No movie can be streamed to the public without the consent of the copyright holder. There is no secondary market for used streams, or gifts to charity. So, while video stores are closing rapidly, the convenience of the streaming model offers only a small fraction of choices to the viewing public, and it becomes more important than ever to find an alternate path for redistributing those DVD copies gathering dust in homes and warehouses. For example, Premier Video, in Dallas, was one of the few remaining video rental stores, and what it offered is simply not available in a permissions-based system of licensed performances rather than distribution of copies that can be privately performed an unlimited number of times by an unlimited number of owners or possessors. “Premiere Video carried an astronomical number of titles within its walls. When I spoke to Premiere Video owner Sam Wade for an article last year, his store housed over 35,000 titles — a number that dwarfs Netflix’s streaming service offering of fewer than 6,000. And while Premiere indeed stocked crowd-friendly fare in its inventory, it also made sure to include rarities and cult classics, as well as a remarkable number of foreign titles.” Alex Gaskin, “What Dallas Loses If It Loses Premiere Video,” Central Track, June 5, 2017, available at www.centraltrack.com/what-dallas-loses-if-it-loses-premiere-video/. To match that selection online, viewers would need to cobble together subscriptions to every major streaming service, plus foreign film and niche services, plus obscure services with carefully curated selections or unbridled collections of public domain works. The progress of science and the useful arts suffers. A solution would be to permit Premiere to space-shift its inventory from a DVD to a customer’s home computer or smart phone, without making a copy.* Capitalized terms have the meanings given in Section 101 of the U.S. Copyright Act.
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	Button2: 
	Description of Proposed New Exemption: The proposed new exemption would permit the circumvention of technological protection measures that control access to [1] Audiovisual Works,* specifically Motion Pictures, that [2] have been reproduced in digital Copies lawfully made when the works were Fixed by embodying the work via digital information in an optical disc, such as a DVD or blu-ray disc.  The works need to be accessed [3] for the purpose of space-shifting the work Fixed in that particular material object (an optical disc such as a DVD or blu-ray disc) to a more useful material object so that [4] users who do not own or have access to the Device, Machine or Process needed to privately perform the work (i.e., needed to watch the movie) may still enjoy private performances of the work from that lawfully made copy, shifted to a usable strata. Such viewers may include persons who do not own or have reasonable access to a DVD player, whose latest laptop computer follows the trend of not including an optical disc drive, or whose DVD player no longer functions. It may also include users who, though they may own or have access to the needed Device, Machine or Process, do not have practical access (e.g., traveling, such that it is not feasible to carry or use a stand-alone DVD player in addition to a laptop or smartphone).There are many barriers [5] to the non-infringing private performance of works fixed in lawfully made copies, and that cannot be enjoyed without the aid of a Device, Machine or Process such as an optical disc drive and related computer programs to interface with the playback mechanisms. For purposes of this application, they can be grouped into two broad classes.The first class of barriers relates to the inability to gain access in order to privately perform the work, despite having lawful access to the Copy, for lack of the necessary Device, Machine or Process. In plain English, “I own a lot of movies on DVD, but I don’t have a DVD player.” Buying another DVD player (and worrying whether it should have been a blu-ray or 4k machine) does not solve the problem. The current market trend is against optical disc drives altogether. Although there was a time when personal computer makers offered optical disc drives as a feature, the more common configuration today is to eliminate the optical disc drive to reduce weight and cost. Anyone wanting to play DVDs using their latest lightweight laptop will need to acquire a compatible external optical disc drive with the appropriate connecting cable, and if the idea is to watch a movie while traveling, the process can become unwieldy.  A recent “buying guide” warns, “It is almost certain that the drives will be completely removed from most mobile computers in the near future.” Mark Kyrnin, “Death of the Computer Optical Drive: Why Most Moderns PCs Do Not Feature CD, DVD or Blu-ray Drives,” Lifehacker, (updated) August 12, 2017 (available at www.lifewire.com/death-of-the-computer-optical-drive-832403).Although there are “do-it-yourself” solutions, these can be quite cumbersome, require a skill-set that the average movie viewer may lack, or depend on making unauthorized copies. See, for example, “How to play DVDs on a PC without a DVD drive step by step: Play DVDs on your computer even if it doesn't have a DVD drive,” posted September 4, 2017, by Roland Waddilove, at www.rawinfopages.com/tips/2017/09/how-to-play-dvds-on-a-pc-without-a-dvd-drive-step-by-step/. Those so-called “space-shifting” solutions simply involve unauthorized reproduction instead of a non-reproductive transfer of the fixation from one material object to another. “Fair use” analysis is too fact-intensive to serve as a fair solution for law-abiding movie buffs. Viewers need a lawful means to easily perform the work from a lawfully made copy, whether it is fixed on the original material object or on a substitute material object, without having to make another copy or be straightjacketed by incompatible, obsolete, hard to find Devices. Books that are falling apart can still be re-bound, cleaned, and read again, but a DVD that has been on a shelf for a few years, though still be pristine, may be virtually 
	Petitioner(s) and Contact Information: OmniQ is a joint venture by and including major home video industry veterans, for the commercial development of a method for non-reproductive substitution of the material object in which a work is fixed (otherwise known as non-reproductive space-shifting). The joint venture plans to establish a public benefit corporation in the United States.For purposes of this Petition, the focus of space-shifting will be limited to the scope explained in Item B (namely, copies of audiovisual works in the form of optical discs). However, OmniQ’s technology for non-reproductive space-shifting has broader applicability, including copies that are “in the clear” – copies that may be accessed freely, without any technological protection measure – and for which no Section 1201 exemption is needed. Examples of copies or phonorecords “in the clear” would be sound recordings digitally fixed in music CDs and literary works fixed with ink on paper in books. No Section 1201 exemption is needed to non-reproductively shift these fixations to other material objects such as to computer hard drives or smartphones. Accordingly, this petition does not cover them.Petitioner’s representative for purposes of this Petition is:  John T. Mitchell 15213 Reserve Road Accokeek, MD 20607 john@interactionlaw.com 1-202-415-9213


